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Dedication

We dedicate this work to our fathers, Mario Luchetti and Peter Amadio, Jr., who died as we were editing this work. Their love, support, and example have made all that we have done possible. We hope that the final product would have met with their approval.

Ciao, papà  Riccardo Luchetti

Peter C. Amadio
Although carpal tunnel syndrome has been recognized as a clinical reality for only about 50 years, it represents today a very substantial problem with high impact on life quality for a large number of patients and with important socio-economic consequences for society. The signs and symptoms are often puzzling, with pain and sensory disturbances not only in the hand but sometimes also involving the whole extremity. Although the basic etiology is a compression lesion of the median nerve at wrist level, this lesion has an impact on the whole length of the neurons – from finger tips to the dorsal root ganglia and spinal cord level.

The literature on carpal tunnel syndrome is enormously diversified and very difficult to grasp. Dr. Luchetti has undertaken a very impressive task to summarize, in one volume, current concepts regarding the pathophysiology and diagnosis of this syndrome as well as basic anatomy, treatment options, complications from surgery, and what we should do when things go wrong. He also addresses the difficulties in evaluating and assessing the results from treatment.

Editing a multiauthor volume is not an easy task and the result in the past literature has often been a recapitulation of old data and already-published illustrations. However, this volume is a striking exception. New original drawings and photographs are being mixed with some classic illustrations, which results in a very attractive book at a high educational level. It is an important contribution to the already existing literature on carpal tunnel syndrome, and it adds considerably to our understanding of this puzzling condition as well as nerve compression syndromes in general.

Göran Lundborg
Carpal tunnel syndrome is the most common hand problem, affecting as much as 5% of the adult population; yet in the large majority of cases, the condition is idiopathic. While surgical treatment often results in improvement, residual loss of function and some persistence of symptoms are common. Clinicians still disagree as to diagnostic criteria, the relation of carpal tunnel syndrome to work, the best way to evaluate the results, and the proper treatment. Yet despite the ubiquity of the condition, and the thousands of scientific papers and hundreds of lay publications discussing it, the extant medical texts which summarize all this for the clinician are few, often out of date, and tend to focus on a single perspective, whether that be etiology, evaluation, or an illustration of a particular surgical method.

It is clear that a comprehensive text, summarizing existing knowledge of carpal tunnel syndrome from a multidisciplinary perspective, is long overdue. For that reason, we are very happy to bring this volume on carpal tunnel syndrome to publication. In it, we present the assembled thoughts of more than 80 international experts on carpal tunnel syndrome and its treatment, covering medical, surgical, and rehabilitation specialties. It represents what we consider to be the best current thinking on the pathology, diagnosis, and treatment of carpal tunnel syndrome, including the latest options for primary carpal tunnel release and revision surgery. While many of these chapters appeared in an earlier, Italian language version, all have been updated, and there are new chapters on pathology, objective evaluation, and new strategies for reoperation. We believe that this text will fill an important void in the current literature, in summarizing the vast and complex literature on a common and often troublesome condition.

Of course, while we are happy to have assembled this book, and hope that its contents prove as educational for the reader as they have been for us, the work has been the cooperative effort of a large international group of coworkers. We wish to thank especially our many professional colleagues, who were so willing to contribute their expertise; our families, for their understanding, in allowing us the time to edit the volume; and our editors at Springer-Verlag, Gabriele Schröder and Irmela Bohn. We hope that you agree with us that the product was worth the effort.

Peter Amadio
Riccardo Luchetti
When my friend Dr. Riccardo Luchetti asked me to write an introduction for his book I asked myself:

Once again, why write a book on carpal tunnel syndrome, especially since pages and pages have already been written concerning this subject. But, actually, it is exactly this topic about which there are still many questions that need to be answered and areas of grey which need to be made much more clear.

Carpal tunnel syndrome – should it always be operated on, in all cases? I personally have colleagues who have operated on over a thousand cases, and other colleagues, who, over the years, have operated on only a handful of cases. It is difficult to determine why! Maybe this syndrome pool varies greatly depending on the specific type of patients that visit a particular outpatient clinic or the type of industry that surrounds a certain region. It may also be due to the very variable surgical indications, which need to be scrutinized and revised.

Traditional Standard Surgery or Endoscopic?
The positive and negative factors associated with these two techniques do not go hand in hand with each other. But will they ever? Of course we must also take into consideration the learning curve, not to mention the ligament; should we leave it open or re-suture it?

What about residual symptoms and last resort surgical interventions to remedy previously unsuccessful surgery?

If for some hand surgeons these questions have absolute answers, (with some modifications depending upon individual cases) for other surgeons, the responses to these questions still hold some doubt.

Therefore, Dr. Luchetti’s initiative to write, once again, a book regarding carpal tunnel syndrome has been courageous, since not everyone will be convinced of its necessity.

“De captu lectoris habent sua fata libelli.” I can only hope this publication will capture the interest of many a reader.

G. Brunelli
Carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS) surgery is currently the most commonly performed hand surgery. One can easily find a significant amount of scientific literature specifically on this topic. Being that it is a very well-known pathology, there has been a constant evolution concerning its treatment and associated surgical techniques. In the last 10 years the introduction of surgical endoscopy has revolutionized the method of CTS treatment by demonstrating its effective or even superior clinical results than those rendered by a classical surgical technique. This surgical approach has also led us to research and publish the associated complications that can arise from using these new surgical techniques, as well as to scrutinize the various methods that can be used with these newly proposed instruments. Nevertheless, the advent of this technique has left hand surgeons perplexed as to technique/outcome results and urged the experts of this pathology to re-evaluate and statistically analyze surgical outcome results of each surgeon's CTS technique, for both its advantages and disadvantages. Competitive research, at an international level, has been initiated in order to improve each surgical treatment technique and to accurately publish scientific information concerning each technique's surgical outcome. The idea of dedicating, not just a chapter but an entire book to CTS surgery and its treatment, comes from the necessity to excel in a specific surgical field. This book is a scientific contribution, providing the reader accurate CTS pathology data research. The goal of this book is to specify the existence of various surgical techniques and to determine their validity in the accurate treatment of CTS. Each author has carefully described the surgical technique that they use, along with its particularities. A CD accompanies the book so that the reader can visually observe these particularities that are associated with each chapter's technique, allowing for a clearer and more explicit description.

In addition, both conservative preoperative CTS treatments have been included in the book, as well as postoperative rehabilitation protocols.

Since CTS postoperative complications tend to be on the rise, a precise recognition of why these complications are occurring needs to be documented. The majority of this book is dedicated to each surgical technique proposed and its possible complications.

At the end of the book there is a chapter dedicated to a study on the evaluation of surgical data results. This topic has been included since it is no longer sufficient to evaluate one's treatment results only from a clinical point of view; it is also necessary to evaluate patient satisfaction and determine if their expectations have been satisfied. Recently, this evaluation method has been greatly enhanced by the use of generic, specific, and pathology-based questionnaires.

This book is indicated:

For those surgeons who are interested in specializing in this sector (hand surgeons, orthopedic surgeons, plastic surgeons, physiatrists, and physical and occupational therapists) young and old.

For the younger surgeons, the book has been set up in such a way that one can easily refer to a specific surgical technique regarding this pathology and at the same time be informed of alternative treatment methods, even those that are noninvasive. The reader is well informed of each technique's complications and their respective treatments.
For those surgeons who already have CTS surgical treatment experience, the book is an opportunity to deepen one’s knowledge in this pathology and its accompanying surgical technique. Once read completely, it becomes quite clear that CTS and its surgical treatment has been quite underestimated. An incorrect surgical treatment of CTS can render the patient not only dissatisfied, but also unable to correctly use their hand in activities of daily living, not to mention manual labor activities.

This specific book is geared towards addressing the questions that all physicians and medical students may have concerning this pathology and its associated complications.

Riccardo Luchetti
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